
What We Remember About Odors

By William S. Cain, John B. Pierce Foundation
Laboratory and Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut
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ine a rances are created to have a positive

positive impact occurs upon first exposme. In
some cases a fragrance may actually seem strange
and not particularly appealing at first but might
grow in fascination and positive impact over
time. These changes imply that our interpreta-
tion of odors is hardly static.

There has been very little research on the
subject of how people react to fine fragrances.
Them arc, however, some facts about immediate
reactions to odors and memo~ for odors that can
help us appreciate the dynamic, yet still some-
what mysterious relation of human beings to
their odor environment.

Lebllftyof Preference
The ailictive or hedonic reaction to odors is

labile. That is, what we like or dislike can change
with age, with simple exposure, and with context.
Infant human beings are generally indifferent to

most odors, but become progressively more dis-
criminating with time. The youngster who plays
with feces at 2 yrs. will not do so at 7 yrs. In a
mow positive vein, the smell of a flower, previ-
ously quite neutral, may lure the 7 year old. The
difhentiation of the odor world into pleasant
and unpleasant seems to take place by elaborate
conditioning, some of it social and some biologi-
cal.

At no time do odor prefkwences become abso-
lutely fixed. If they did, we would never learn to
accept exotic food, for instance. Wines and
liquors, which may be quite unpalatable to the
child, would never be among our more tmasumd
beverages. Just as one can learn to find joy in the
bouquet of a wine, one can learn to hate it. Aver-
sive leaning to flavor cues is perhaps the most
potent kind of learning insofar as it may take
place in one trial and may last years. Almost
everyone has at one time or another developed a
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What We Remember About Odors

conditioned aversion after becoming ill. Among
students who have developed conditioned aver-
sions in college, many have developed them to
alcoholic beverages after becoming sick fmm
overindulgence. One such trial can cause the
smell of beer, fur instance, to be nauseating for
months or years, It is easier to develop displea-
Se in “bad’ things (i.e., the things that have
seemed to make us sick) than to develop pleaswe

fi gOod things. Learning to fmd pleasure in the
good things usually proceeds more slowly and
requi~s some psychological investment.

Them are many other exm-nples of the lability
of odor prekence. Rather than dwell on them,
we can simply admit that the odor world is a

Fburs 1. Excrrr@cc of free-form s- thet bshevs
kc odors In ozpcrlments on mccgnition memory.
(From H. T. ~ RcccgnStSonet common odors,
plcturos, ●nd 8impls shapes. Porceptlon &
Psycho@yckq 24, 492+45 (147S).)

labile one-a conditionable one. Persons in the
fine fragrance business are, in a manner of
spesking, in the conditioning business. In scien-
tific terms, such persons need to flgum out the
contingencies of conditioning that will make a
particular product succeed with the consumer.

hy discussion of conditioning in humsn be-
ings will eventually get around to memory.
Memory entails the storage and retrieval of in-
lbnnation, a process so complicated as to have
defied complete analysis despite. decades of m-
seamh. There has been datively little attention
to odor memory, but what attention has been
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Figure 2. Rscognitlon memory, I.e., dlctlngulehlng an
“old” from e “new” etlmulus. for Dictums cllDccd
from s tmvcl magszine (P), common odom (0); and
fmc forme (FF). fFrum H. T. Lawless 0p. cit.)

given has stressed its uniqueness. Odor memory
is diffemn< some say, from memory for sights ad
sounds. They say that this is because olfaction is
primitive. It is an old system (in evolutionary
terms) with wesk attachment to cognitive proce-
ssesof thought, lsnguage, etc. An alternative and
equally appealing explanation is that odor mem-
ory is simply appropriately matched to the odor
stimulus.

Memory entails taking in information and en-
coding it in one way or another. Some infmma-
tion is mom easily encoded than other infonna-
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Figure 9. PetfOrmenoO of young women ●nd young
men et Idcntifkstion OS80 mrsryday odors In cucoec-
clvetecta hpmwmnt lnperformsrrec ccmesbout
from ccrrcetiw fcodbub. (Frcm W. S. Calrr, Odor
MenWbdm by mslcc end hnsak Pmdktlcnc w
pdorrnsne.. Chsmlcsl $.nsoq 7, 12H42 (1242).)
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tion. This depends largely on the structure of the
memory stimulus. Things with high structure,
such as a visual scene, are generally mom readily
encoded for subsequent recognition or recall
than things with low structure. A realistic visual
scene has what we call high spatial modulation
(i.e., the elements of the scene vary from pmint to
mint) and, in real life, high temporal modulation
(i.e., the scene usually changes in some details
fmm moment to moment). There is much to be
encoded in such scenes, but much redundancy
also. A person can extinct certain details, relate
them to past experience and priorities, and re-
trieve the salient features at some later point in
time. Retrieval of some of those features will, in a
sense, allow retrieval of other features. That is,
some things go with others and retrieval of one
part can allow us to retrieve other parts more
readily. (Horses pull wagons. If they also pulled
buildings, airplanes, ships, etc., remembering
what a horse was pulling in any particular in-
stance would be more challenging.)

In contrast to the highly organized spatially

and temporally modulated visual scene, an odor
is an experience of the moment without the grain
of time and space. There are visual forms that in
memory, behave like odors. They have spatial
modulation of necessity but these spatial ikatwes
am hard to encode. Figure 1 shows such he
forms and figure 2 shows forgetting curves for
those forms, for odors, and for magazine pictures
ofcustomaW detail. Odors, like the ibrms, are not
remembered as well as structured pictures but
those particular odors (and fbrms) that are ini-
tially remembered have a distinct durability. The
durability of odor recognition memory is, in factj
legenday, an outcome confirmed in laboratory
studies.

Those who study information processing will
oflen say that odors are encoded holistically. The
use of the term encoding may require some
clarification. The following phrase can illustrate
the point:

PAS DE LIEUX RHONE QUE NOUS
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If this phrase were to be flashed briefly and
then presented later for recognition among vari-
ous other phrases, a person’s ability to remember
it would depend on how well it was encoded.
The person could try to encode it as a whole, or
letter by letter, or perhaps in terms of critical
features (e.g., a key word). The person could also
seek to encode it in terms of its meaning. That
kind of encoding, semantic encoding, would en-
tail knowledge of French. The phrase is actually
just a string of words and gives no message.
Hence, even semantic encoding would not
guarantee subsequent recognition among other
strings of French words. One rather unique way
to encode it, however, would be acoustically.
Anyone who knows how to pronounce French
words will realize that the phrase can be encoded
as

PADDLE YOUR OWN CANOE

The encoding of any information will entail
drawing upon whatever information a person al-
ready has in storage. The more a person has in
storage, the more encoding strategies he or she
has, This is just as true of odors as of anything
else. Our research on odor memory and odor
identification has led us to conclude that encod-
ing odors is much like encoding faces. In fact, a
face is perhaps the best perceptual analogue for
an odor.

You might say “But a face has a lot of features, a
lot of spatial modulation, and reasonable redun-
dancy.” This is tree, but yet a face is encoded
largely as a configuration. There is something in-
effable about it. Block the eyes or the nose or ears
and the face may go from highly identifiable to
nonidentiflable. If faces did not have this emerg-
ent propetiy, it would be much easier to use
police Identikits to reconstmct the fiwe of an as-
sailant. (Even in exercises where the person
whose face is to be copied is present, laypeople
using Identikits produce poor likenesses and
rather diverse likenesses, ) For the layperson,
features are important, but the whole is somehow
more than just the sum of the parts.

The artist of course takes a much more analytic
perspective and can “see” the features better,
just as the perfumer can “smell” features of a fra-
grance.

A person will sometimes, perhaps often, see a
face that seems familiar, but diflicult to identify.
When this happens, the person will generally
feel uneasy or anxious. And, depending on how
familiar the face seems, the person will feel more
or less anxiety. If it is simply the face of a histori-
cal figure, e.g., Herbert Hoover, the person tvill
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Flgum 4. Performance of young women and elderly
women at Identiflorrtlon of 40 everydey odore over
sueceseive blooke of trlrrls in a single teet. (Frum
T. Sohemper, S. Voes, and W. S. Celn, Odor identlfl-
cetlon In young end elderly pereone: Seneory end
cognitive Ilmltatlone. Journal of Gerontology, 36,
44s-4s2 (1ss2).)

experience only minor discomfort, but will still
try to connect the face with other stored informa-
tion, such as whether the face belonged to an
artist, a politician, a good guy, bad guy, etc.

If the face seems more familiar, the process
will become more agonizing, The face of a
schoolmate may cause a person to race through a
memory file of situations from school. This will
ollen bring back feelings. These may be rather
structured m not. (If you want to get even richer
emotion-laden memories, show the face of a
brother of the schoolmate or another look alike.)

Seeing a picture of a face, and not being able to
identify it, but yet being able to say something
else meaningful about it is an example of what
has been called paramnesia. Every time param-
nesia occurs, emotion comes with it. It seems as if
the feelings are as much a part of the stored in-
formation as are the other bits of information.
Paramnesia for odors occurs surprisingly otlen,
even for the smells of everyday life.

When we have asked people to identify highly
familiar odors, they start off at about 50% perfor-
mance and get better at one or another rate de-
pending on the circumstances of the experiment.
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Figure 5. Item-by-hem Performan@ of women and
men In odor Identification. The width of the bars Indi.
cetes the dlfferenoe between femals and mele perfor-
manoa. For a light bar, the right edge indicates the
evarege perfomwtnoa of femelss (number correct In
five eeeelmm) and the left edge Indicafee tha average
Performamx of malee. Fore dark bar, the right edge
Indicefee the average perlormanoe of melea and tha
left edge Indlcatea the evemge performance of
femelea. The preponderance of light barn Illusfmfes
the conaletent euperlorlfy of women. (From W. S.
Cain, 0p. cit.)
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Our stimuli arc such common substances as baby
powder, cigarette butts, rubber, grape juice, etc.
Some people are better at this than others, For
instance, women are better than men (figure 3).
The young arc better than the old (figme 4). The
blind are better than the sighted. In all of these
cases, the better group is not just better in one or
another class of odors, but is generally better
scmss most odors (figwe 5).

Not every case of failure to identify an odor is a
case of psrsmnesi% but many are. As I have said,
feelings, as well as other information, come for-
ward. The feelings are as much a pati of the in-
formation as the facts. It is when people are in the
paramnesia state that they are most suggestible.
Here is where fragrance can steal the moment. A
btdsnced fine fragrsnce should be very dif%cult
fur the layperson to describe. The creator may
want the fragrance to make some contact with
memories but not heavy contact. To go back to
the face analogy, the fragrance should be like a
misty face.

Conolueione

In this very brief review of what we remember
abuut odors, we have made the following points:

● Odor prekrences are not inborn, but are made,

●

●

●

●

●

●

They tend to develop as a result of condition-
ing.
Odor prcikrcnces me never f~ed but are .cd-
ways labile. Learning what is “bad’ occurs
much more rapidly than learning what is good.
Positive prdkrences arc acquired slowly.
Odor memory is generally unlike memory fur
highly complex stimuli and has been shown to
be like that for “poorly structured” forms.
Odors are, to the Iayperson, very low in stmc-
tule .
Odors are encoded largely holistically, but
then, surprisingly, so are faces.
The key element in memory is encoding.
When a memory item is encoded, it makes
contact with whatever a person already knows
or has stured, including belings.
Some people encode and identify odors better
than others, e.g., women and young people.
Failure to identify an odor is often an instance
of paramnesia, which has feeling and emotion
attached to it.

● The paramnesia state is often the time when
people are most suggestible.

Addrees correspondence to William S. Cain, John S.
Pierce Foundation Laboratmy, 290 Congreee
Avanua, New Heven, Connecticut00519, USA. A
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1984 Perfumer’s Symposium

American Society of Per-
fumers Pact Preeldente:
(front row, from left) John E.
Porter, Slmone A. Fedek,
Edwertl J. Shueter, Herry A.
Cuftler, (beck row, from left)
John K. Funesti, Jecquee
Masaon, James S. Sell, and
Morrleon E. Patterson.

1984 American Society of
Perfumers Symposium
Committee Mamlws (front
row, from left) Naomi White,
Chrlatine Bellliferd, Edith
Dronovaky, Margo An-
droulekla, (back row, from
left) Malcolm Gibbs, Cerl
DAndrea, end Felix Buc-
celleto, Chairperson. Not
piotumd: Remen Patel, Co-
Chairperaon, John Maa-
truoole. and Patrlc Whelan.
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